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Abstract 

Cloud is one of the promising technologies that has enabled the massive growth of 

Internet-based services, from search to streaming media to offline storage of 

individual data as well as the background processing capabilities that enable 

mobile Internet devices. Security is recognized as a prevalent function but 

unfortunately, security threats have become a major challenge in cloud. There are 

several hacking systems used by hackers in order to attack the cloud system. Here, 

this study reviews about the wireless hacking techniques that affect the security of 

cloud systems. In particular, this study reviews about four main hacking 

techniques such as account hijacking attack, denial of service (DoS) attack, 

wrapping attack and cloud malware injection attack. This study also concludes 

that, even though, there are numerous solutions available in practice to overcome 

these attacks, wireless hacking techniques are still upsetting the security of cloud 

systems at a greater extent.  
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1  Introduction  

Cloud acts as one of the significant milestones in the history of computers. 

Cloud provides several opportunities and potential benefits but unfortunately, it 

also poses several kinds of risks and issues. Security of cloud becomes one of the 

challenging issues. Several security mechanisms have been developed in order to 

prevent and avoid several attacks and also to protect cloud systems. At the same 

time, hackers are also finding new ways to attack cloud systems. Nowadays, cloud 

systems are increasingly affected by several types of wireless hacking techniques. 

It is not possible for hackers to attack the cloud system with one-step procedure 

and it needs several techniques to be used in combination to attack the system. 

Attacks can be targeted against both the wireless and wired networks [1]. Here, 

this study reviews only about the wireless hacking techniques that affect the 

security of cloud systems. 

 

 

2 Aim and objectives 

2.1 Maintaining the Integrity of the Specifications 

The main aim of this research is to review about various wireless hacking 

techniques that affect the security of cloud systems. 

 

 

2.2 Objectives 

• To identify various types of attacks that affect the cloud 
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• To analyze the motive behind each of the attack  

• To review the solutions available at present to mitigate and overcome 

such attacks. 

 

 

3  Literature review  

3.1 Types of wireless hacking techniques that affect the cloud 

• Account Hijacking Attack: Account hijacking is undertaken with stolen 

credentials [2]. Attackers can attack sensitive information and compromise the 

integrity, availability and confidentiality of services provided [3]. Such attack 

instances are eavesdropping on sensitive/transaction activities, manipulation of 

data redirection to illegitimate sites and returning falsified information [4]. 

• Denial of Service Attack: Denial of service attack the attacker attempts to 

hinder the legal users to access cloud resources [5]. The bulk messages are sent by 

attacker in this attack asking the server to check the requests. [6] has mentioned 

that DOS attacks has been associated with distributed attacks of flooding 

infrastructure of network layer with huge number of traffic to cause essential 

components to consume or to fail available resources of hardware. DOS attack is 

hindered by using prior automatic switch offering the analysis of packet rate [7].  

• Wrapping Attack: Wrapping attacks use extension markup language 

signature wrapping to determine the weakness when the servers of web validate 

signed requests [8]. Extension Markup Language wrapping attacks have been 

demonstrated against a public infrastructure successfully as a service cloud [9]. 

Policies of security for fending wrapping attacks. They evolved a formal structure 

for verification of policy and derived an advisor of policy for testing and 

producing policies of security [10]. 

• Cloud Malware Injection Attack: The attack of malware injection is one of 

the web based attacks classification in which hackers use vulnerabilities of web 
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application and embed hostile codes into it that alters the course of its usual 

implementation [11]. Hackers work on a malicious program, VM (virtual 

machine) and program and inject them into target service cloud models namely 

IaaS (infrastructure as a service), PaaS (platform as a service) and SaaS (software 

as a service) [12]. An interpolar is obligatory to produce his or her personal 

application, virtual machine or service request and apply it into the structure of 

cloud [13]. 

 

 

3.2 Motive behind the wireless hacking techniques that affect the 

cloud 

The different types of attacks in the cloud are: 1) account hijacking attack; 2) 

cloud malware injection attack; 3) wrapping attack; and 4) denial of service attack. 

Each of these security problems in cloud systems are explained with their root 

causes.  

• Account Hijacking Attack: Stolen evidence acts as the major factor to 

hijack the account of individuals. Attackers are using many tactics to hijack the 

account based on these stolen proofs [14]. Hackers are attacking in different area 

such as the data manipulation, return of false information, redirect the victim’s to 

non-official websites, listening the private conversation of others and exploring 

the false information. The defect in Google’s Gmail password recovery options 

stand as a big advantage for the hackers to steal the account. The hackers mislead 

the system by redirecting the victim’s account to the fake voice mail box which 

has the tendency to answer the phone call. Sometimes both the victim and the 

hacker are operating the same account and the information of the victim is traced 

by the hackers. He also pointed that most of the victims are using the same 

passwords to access their different accounts which enhances the account hijacking 

in cloud systems [15]. 
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 Stolen credentials are used by the hackers to attack the cloud system. Authors 

have analyzed that the passwords and the usernames are stolen by the hackers to 

access the drop box account [16]. Further the attackers are using the stolen 

password to access the account of an employee to attain the goal. The voice mail 

box is also used by the hackers who have the tendency to answer the calls 

automatically [17]. 

• Denial of Service (DOS) Attack: The hackers are trying to prevent the user 

from manipulating data in the cloud system. Hackers are sending a lot of messages 

to verify the request of the server [18]. The hackers return the invalid address on 

connecting with the server and these return address of the hackers are not found by 

any network and the server [19]. Hackers are sending many numbers of original 

messages with the invalid address [20]. This activity causes the major trouble to 

the network and server which does not allow the user to access the data easily and 

adds lot of congestion to the data. 

 The resources of network bandwidth are transferred between the user and the 

server in the cloud based infrastructure [21]. The increase of delay can be affected 

the cloud based web applications. SLA services are provided to the consumer 

through cloud system which often causes violation in the form of payment [22]. 

• Wrapping Attack: XML signature is hacked by using the wrapper through 

the web server which causes destruction in cloud system [23]. The attacker inserts 

the prepared malicious code elements into the server and then copies the original 

SOAP messages for illegal access. The cloud system is attacked by the hackers by 

using this technique [24]. 

Client request services communication through web server is done by using 

the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) messages. These messages are 

converted in to the format of Extensible Markup Language (XML) through the 

Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [25]. Web Service security (WS-Security) 

is act as a security mechanism to transmit the SOAP messages to both the clients 

and the server. These services are using the digital signature to obtain the signed 
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messages. The content of the information is encrypted by using the encryption 

technique. The signed requests are verified by the web servers and hence it is 

considered as the big advantage for the hackers to rewrite the XML signature [26]. 

This wrapping attack occurs during the transformation of SOAP messages 

between the user and the server. The hackers alter the original account of user into 

the duplicate format and then they steal the original message by using the wrapper. 

Hackers use malicious code to replace the original content of the message and 

send the original message to the web-server [27]. The body of original message is 

still acceptable in the user side but there is some illusion occurred in the server 

area due to the alteration of the messages. Finally the hacker is able to access the 

planned operations in unauthorized format. Author also has pointed that the 

wrapping attacks are harmful to the cloud systems. 

• Cloud Malware Injection Attack: The injection of evil code through Saas, 

Iaas and Paas module is used by the hackers to create destruction to the 

cloud-server system. Many original documents of the user are attacked by the 

hacker using this malware injection attack [28]. The type of attack occurs in the 

bank applications of cloud system. This malware injection attack has the tendency 

to return the original instances in to an adversary code which also causes 

destruction to the cloud server system [29]. 

The hackers aim to inject the malicious service or virtual machine in the 

cloud system. There are two types of modules used in the cloud malware injection 

[30]. They are malicious implementation service (Saas or Paas) and instance of 

virtual machine (Iaas) and hence act as an opponent to the web-server. This 

adversary creates some illusion to the valid evidences programmed in the cloud 

system. As a result of this act, the cloud system substitutes the original requests of 

the user into harmful terms and proceeds to execute the malicious code. The main 

aim of the hackers are to inject their arranged copy of harmful instances in to the 

victim’s service. Further they gain control over the user’s evidence in the cloud 

system. The hackers are controlling the cloud to attack the security domains of 
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service instances [31]. 

The cloud malware injection attack plays an important role in affecting the 

cloud server infrastructure than other attacks [32]. Malicious code is injected to 

the cloud system to destroy the victim’s instances. The security of service 

instances are controlled and attacked by the hackers in cloud system through this 

attack [33]. 

 

 

3.3 Solutions to overcome wireless hacking techniques 

In order to prevent the account hijacking attack drop box has implemented 2 

factor authentications into the security controls of organization. Two factor 

authentication also referred as strong authentication is referred as a user entering 

in 3 properties to ensure her or his identity something which the user knows, 

something the user has and/or something the user is.. The account hijacking is also 

be prevented by restricting the account credentials sharing between services and 

users, employ proactive supervision to predict unauthorized activity, leverage 

strong 2 factor techniques of authentication where possible and perceive the 

security policies of cloud provider and service level agreements. Similarly denial 

of service attack can be resolve by reducing the user privileges that are linked to a 

server [34]. This will help decrease the denial of service attack. Specialized 

hardware such as load balances, intrusion prevention devices and firewalls is in 

place to handle volume based DOS attacks [35].  

The attack of malware injection can be hindered by using the system architecture 

of FAT (File Allocation Table) [36]. From the file allocation table the code or 

application which is getting executed by the customer can be traced well in 

advance. Another way to resolve the attack of malware injection is to store a hash 

value on actual service file of instance image [37]. By carrying out an integrity 

check between the new service instance and original images malicious instances 

can be recognized. For extension markup language signature wrapping attacks on 
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services of web different techniques have been suggested to fix the vulnerability 

predicted in extension markup language based techniques [38]. For instance 

Extension Markup Language scheme hardening technique is used to empower the 

extension markup language schema declarations. A subset of Extension path 

known as FastXPath is suggested to resist the elements of malware which 

attackers insert into the structure of simple object access protocol message [39]. 
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Comparison of Attacks 

Name of 

the 

attack 

Account 

Hijacking 

Attack 

Author and 

year 

Denial of 

Service Attack        

(DOS) 

Author 

and year 

Wrapping 

Attack 

Author 

and year 

Cloud Malware 

Injection Attack 
Author and year 

Process 

Account of user 

is hacked from 

cloud for 

unauthorized 

access 

Raghavendra, 

Lakshmi and 

Venkateswarlu; 

(2015) 

Prevention of 

accessing the 

data in cloud 

Kumar 

and 

Nithya; 

(2014) 

Hacking of 

original 

message from 

cloud system 

using wrapper 

Chou ; 

2013 

Adversary data is 

injected to  

attack the cloud  

system 

Siva and Krishna; 

(2013) 

Stolen 

credentials are 

used by the 

attackers for 

illegal process 

Barron, Yu and 

Zhan; (2013) 

Creating the 

collision of 

signal to attack 

the cloud 

system 

Booth, 

Soknacki 

and 

Somayaji; 

(2013) 

Hiding of data 

from the 

server in cloud 

system 

Priyanka 

and 

Kaswan; 

(2014) 

Injecting some 

malicious code to 

attack the original 

data in cloud 

Singh and Shrivastava; 

(2012) 

  

  

      

  

  

Created copy of 

the hacker 

destructs the 

function of cloud 

system 

Gruschka and Jensen; 

(2010) 
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Comparison of Attacks 

Name of 

the 

attack 

Account 

Hijacking 

Attack 

Author  

and year 

Denial of 

Service Attack  

(DOS) 

Author  

and year 
Wrapping Attack 

Author  

and year 

Cloud Malware 

Injection Attack 
Author and year 

  

Motive 

behind 

the 

attack 

Theft of data is 

the main source 

for hacking. 

Raghavendra

, Lakshmi  

and 

Venkateswar

lu; (2015) 

Hackers are using 

many invalid 

addresses to make 

the server in traffic.  

Increasing the access 

time to the cloud 

server 

Kumar  

and  

Nithya;  

(2014) 

 

Stealing of data from 

an authorization which 

also causes trouble to 

the cloud system.  

Tracking the XML 

signature from cloud 

system 

Chou ;  

2013 

Destruction of 

valid requests in 

cloud system 

Siva  

and  

Krishna; (2013) 

Returning the 

invalid 

information to 

cloud server 

Barron, Yu  

and Zhan; 

(2013) 

  Booth, 

Soknacki 

and 

Somayaji; 

(2013) 

  
Priyanka 

and 

Kaswan; 

(2014) 

Destruction of 

Security domain 

service in cloud 

Singh and  

Shrivastava;  

(2012) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Attacking the 

Evident service 

security in cloud 

Gruschka  

and Jensen;  

(2010) 
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Comparison of Attacks 

Name of 

the 

attack 

Account Hijacking 

Attack 

Author and 

year 

Denial of 

Service Attack        

(DOS) 

Author 

and year 
Wrapping Attack 

Author 

and 

year 

Cloud Malware 

Injection Attack 

Author and 

year 

Solution 

For 

Attack  

Alteration of 

passwords and 

administrative 

accounts in cloud 

system. 

Raghavendr

a, Lakshmi 

and 

Venkateswa

rlu; (2015) 

Packet rate 

analysis is done 

by using the 

prior automatic 

switches. 

Kumar 

and 

Nithya; 

(2014) 

Digitally signed 

alteration can be done 

in SOAP messages. 

Chou ; 

2013 

Breaking privacy is 

used to prevent 

attack from the 

hackers 

Siva and 

Krishna; 

(2013) 

Use of strong 

authentication 

scheme like biometric 

activities prevents 

from attacking 

Barron, Yu 

and Zhan; 

(2013) 

Merging 

strategy in  

clouding 

prevents the 

attack  

Booth, 

Soknacki 

and 

Somayaji; 

(2013) 

 Certificate of 

self-signed and public 

certificate registration 

are used to protect the 

documents from the 

hackers 

Priyank

a and 

Kaswan; 

(2014) 

Original service 

instances can be 

stored by using the 

hash value. 

Singh and 

Shrivastava; 

(2012) 

            

Reinitializing of 

protocol prevents 

attack from hackers 

Gruschka 

and Jensen; 

(2010) 
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4  Discussion 

This study discusses about the different techniques of wireless hacking that 

affect the security of cloud systems. Cloud computing is a next big wave in 

computing. Most of the cloud vendors claim falsely to offer secure computation 

environments and data for users of cloud. Nevertheless, emphatic and effective 

steps needs to be inducted at greater extents instead of leaving it to individual 

firms. The hijacking of account and service with stolen credentials is considered 

as a major threat. The attackers can always use deployed services critical areas of 

cloud computing permitting them to compromise integrity, availability and 

confidentiality of those services (Moore and Clayton, 2007). Cloud is vulnerable 

to denial of service attacks because of its sharing of resources among their clients. 

The denial of service attack assures much damage to compromised resources in 

cloud surroundings [40] wrapping attack uses a method referred as wrapping of 

XML signature and reveals vulnerabilities while executing the web service 

request. The wrapping attack is hindered by developing the security while sending 

message from a web server to web browser using simple object access protocol 

messages. An attacker tries to insert mischievous service or code which develops 

existing services executing in the cloud in malware injection attack [41]. The 

massive sql injection intrusions or injection attacks triggered by the malware is 

prohibited by permitting cloud users to create a cloud account and the provider 

creates the users of cloud virtual machine image copy in the cloud based image 

storing structure. In this study different solutions for security problems and 

security attacks in cloud are discussed. In future the concept of security matrix is 

used based on multidimensional process to examine threats in cloud further and 

that assure cloud much secure. 
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5 Conclusion and scope of future research 

Cloud computing is revolutionizing how the IT services and resources are 

managed and used but the growth often exists with new issues. This study has 

described some crucial security attacks and has suggested some essential solutions 

for resolving and preventing cloud based technology from being attacked through 

wireless hacking techniques. In future this study could be extended by 

implementing and simulating the attacks in a real-time scenario with the help of 

cloud simulators and testing the same on how they affect the cloud environment. 

Further comparative results could also be generated on simulating the attacks in a 

real-time environment. 
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